MODERN  EDUCATION
absolutely nothing to improve the education and training of
teachers. It was assumed, entirely without reason, that the
means thus far adopted for recruiting the ranks of the teachers
were sufficient. A brief account of those means will help to
explain some features of the elementary-school system of
England which persisted to very recent times,
An early experiment; Early in the nineteenth century, the
the child as teacher bright idea had occurred to certain
persons that children were the right
people to teach children; that children who knew a little should
be employed to teach others who knew a little less. With this
movement, the names of Joseph Lancaster and Andrew Bell
are inseparably associated. The monitorial system was
obviously cheap, but its defenders seriously contended that it
was also psychologically sound. What really and inevitably
happened was that the instruction conveyed by the master
through his monitors was a purely mechanical memorizing of
spellings and tables and the like. In its mechanization of
instruction, the school resembled a factory, and indeed some
of the metaphors used to describe it prove that the analogy is
not fanciful. "In a school," cried the infatuated Bell, "it gives
to the master the hundred eyes of Argus, the hundred hands of
Briareus, and the wings of Mercury. ... By multiplying
monitors at pleasure, it gives to him indefinite powers, and
enables him to instruct as many pupils as any school will
contain.. .. With great propriety it has been called the steam-
engine in the moral world. ... In a word, it is the lever of
Archimedes, transferred from matter to mind."1 Lancaster
and Bell believed, and made others believe, that (in Bell's
words) "there is a faculty inherent in the mind of conveying
and receiving mutual instruction/* and this "faculty," as
natural as breathing, was made the basis of the system. Such
was the first short and easy method of providing a corps of
1 Bell An Experiment in Education (1797).

